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1. History
1.1 FIRST History
FIRST was founded in 1989 by inventor and entrepreneur Dean Kamen, with inspiration
and assistance from physicist and MIT professor, Woodie Flowers. Kamen was
disappointed with the lack of students who aspired toward science and technology
careers, and decided to take action. As an inventor, Kamen looked for activities that
captured the enthusiasm of students, and decided that combining the excitement of sports
competition with science and technology had potential. He also decided to implement the
ideas of gracious professionalism and coopertition to make sure each game is fair and
fun. The first FRC season was in 1992 and had one event at a high school gymnasium in
New Hampshire. The first competition was relatively small-scale. Since then, FIRST has
blossomed into an international organization that has a competition for all grade levels
involving kids from all over the world.

1.2 Team History
FIRST Robotics Team 31, the Prime Movers, was established in 1993, making us the
oldest FIRST team in Oklahoma. The team was originally part of the University of Tulsa’s
robotics program, as a curriculum extension for Jenks High School. Since it’s conception,
the Prime Movers have competed at various FIRST events across the country including:
worlds at Disney’s Epcot, the Lone Star Regional, OKC Regional, and the Kansas City
Regional. When the professor in charge of the FIRST division of TU’s robotics program
retired at the end of 2011, the team was relocated to Jenks High School at the beginning
of 2012. In this transition, the team lost most of its student base, mentors, and funding.
Because of this relocation, the Prime Movers have been able to be more student run. The
team also became a more well-rounded team, by implementing a Public Relations team
to encourage more community involvement and to sustain sponsors. Currently, the Prime
Movers are doing better than ever with a steady sponsor base, increasing student base,
and the addition of two new mentors.

1.3 Mission Statement
The goal of every Prime Mover is to find what moves them. The team aims for each
student to find, explore, and pursue their passions. Each Prime Mover will leave the
team as a responsible adult capable of working as a member or a leader of any team,
while also leaving a positive legacy on our community about the importance of hard
work and perseverance. The team strives to be exemplary, gracious, and professional
at any event they attend, with the central mission of promoting STEM and the ideals of
FIRST.
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2. Meet the Team
2.1 Members
The Prime Movers currently have 33
members who work in a variety of subteams. The sub-teams provide leadership
positions (See Team Management, Section
3.1) and positive student to student
relationships, building team spirit and
bonding. The students on each of the
teams learn different skills that allow them
to efficiently accomplish STEM related
coursework in high school as well as
college.

2.2 Sub-Teams
Programming/Electrical focuses on all the electronics pertaining to the robot. They
design the electrical board which hosts all the electronic components. One of their main
focuses is to write the code in Java for the robot to be connected to the drive station and
can be abled to be controlled. Gives two classes during the first semester.
CAD team, or Computer Aided Design team, creates the pieces of the robot in a 3D form
on the computer on Autodesk Inventor. The design is to scale for manufacturing. After the
pieces are created, they are printed out on a 3D printer. Assist in design parts for
competitions we host as well.
Mechanical team covers different aspects of the team. Mechanical works with the
programming and electrical team to make a cohesive and working competition bot. As
well as working on the current season’s field pieces. Various classes given about the
aspects of the mechanical team during the first semester.
Public Relations plans meetings and the first semester class schedule. They build
relationships with other FIRST teams. One of their jobs is to draft emails to parents,
mentors, and sponsors. They also write weekly newsletters during the build season to
keeps sponsors and parents updated. As well as keeping the website updated with
important dates, meeting times and current photos of the team. Another job of Public
Relations is to keep social media up to date.
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3. Outreach
3.1 Community Involvement
The Prime Movers attend as many community events as possible to make critical community
connection as well as to spread STEM throughout the community.

Summer Events
•

Tech Trek- A camp for middle school girls aimed at fostering their interest in various
STEM fields

•
•

Soaring for Success- A camp for students interested in aeronautical fields
Children’s Museum of Tulsa STEM Day- Demonstrated the 2016 competition
robot to children Ages 6-12

•

STEAM Fair at Williams- Demonstrated our 2016 competition robot and hosted an

•
•

activity for the children of Williams Employees
Boeing’s 100th Anniversary- Demonstrated our 2016 competition robot
AHA Heart Walk- Our team walked with the citizens of Tulsa to raise awareness for
Cardiovascular Disease

Makers Fairs
•

Tulsa Mini Makers Fairs- An event for makers all around the Tulsa area to present
and sell their merchandise

•

Barnes & Noble Makers Fairs- The robotics team was invited to demonstrate its

•

competition robot at this three-day event
TU STEM Fair- Held a booth and demonstrated the 2016 robot

Donation Drives
•

•
•

Saint Francis- Over the summer, we collected toys and activities for the children at
the hospital. In December, we created holiday cards and passed them out to the children
at the hospital
Jenks Community Food Bank- In conjunction with our FLL Qualifier, we hosted
a canned food drive. Collected over 100 cans
Tulsa Boys Home- In December, we collected essential items on their wish list and
holiday presents

3.2 Mentoring
Mentoring is a large part of what the Prime Movers do in the off season. As mentors for
younger FIRST teams, we assist in programing, building, and project assistance. On top
of that, we teach them lessons in respect, Coopertition and Gracious Professionalism.
Mentoring creates the future generation of innovators and leaders. The Prime Movers
have:
•

Mentored the Moore Elementary FLL team est. 2015
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•
•
•
•
•

Started and mentored Grove Elementary FLL est. 2015
Started 4 FLL and 3 Jr.FLL teams at Jenks East Elementary est. 2015 and 2016
Mentored 2 FLL Teams at Jenks Middle School est. 2013
Started and mentored 2 FLL teams at Jenks East Intermediate est. 2016
In the process of:
o Creating an FTC team at the Jenks Middle School
o Establishing FLL teams at the remaining Elementary and Intermediate schools
o 100% district involvement in FIRST

3.3 Volunteer Initiative
The Prime Movers have created and implemented a volunteer initiative. In the initiative,
students are required to volunteer a minimum of 25 hours: 15 through the team, and 10
personal hours. In the 2015-2016 season, the team volunteered 865 hours total. In the
first semester of the 2016 school year, the Prime Movers volunteered 2418 hours.

Team volunteering projects include:
•
•
•

•
•

2015 and 2016 Smash Bash Competitions
2016 Quadcopter Competition
Various FIRST Events
o Jenks FLL Scrimmage (2015 and 2016)
o Jenks FLL Qualifier (2015 and 2016)
o FLL Regionals (Memorial, TU, and Union)
o FLL State (2015 and 2016)
o FTC State (2016)
o JR.FLL Showcase (2016)
Hometown Huddle
Maker Fairs

Individual volunteering projects include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ARF (Animal Rescue Foundation)
PAL (Pet Adoption League)
Boxer Rescue Bark Walk
Humane Society of Tulsa
Tulsa Community Food Bank
Jenks Community Food Bank
Tulsa Day Center for the Homeless
Iron Gate Tulsa
High School tutoring
DVIS
Various religious affiliated projects
Projects with Jenks Orchestra and Band
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3.4 “What Moves You?” Initiative
To our peers, we are the kids who stay at school working late; to our teachers we are
dedicated; to our community, we are volunteers; to ourselves, we are passionate. That
is why we created a campaign. Our campaign, “What Moves You?” (WMY) is about the
individual; about finding interests and passions of each student and letting our team be
an outlet for them. We strive to help every student find their spark. Because of WMY,
our team has created a website, in the process of creating a children’s book, hosted and
planned the 2016 Flight Night Quadcopter Competition, and our budget has increased
from $9,000 to $30,000 in 2 years. We do this because everyone is different; our
diversities bring us closer. We aspire for everyone to have a place on our team.
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4. Expenses/Income
4.1 Current Operating Expenses
The Prime Movers currently allocate 39% of the budget to fund supplies for the robot.
44% of the budget is allocated toward the competition fees. The remaining 17% of the
team’s funds are saved for future, unforeseen expenses. The portion of the budget
allocated towards robot supplies consist of aluminum, motors, and various parts. The
parts are ordered from Andymark or Online Metals. The competition portion of the budget
goes towards giveaways like buttons, and competition fees. The Prime Movers dedicate
a portion of the budget at the end of the year to help start up the team in the fall.

4.2 Economic Breakdown of Sponsors
The Prime Movers want to utilize
Oklahoma’s economic diversity to widen
our sponsor base. With a variety of
sponsors, our team can become more
financially stable. Right now, our sponsor
base is heavily dependent on Oil & Gas
companies as well as government. With
the economy being very fragile in energy,
it’s vital to have a wider diversity in
sponsors. The Prime Movers wish to
grow their sponsor base to be more
representative of Oklahoma’s economic
breakdown. In this way, we will be able to
create more financial stability for the
future of our team. The team has been
shifting towards more sustainable
sponsors. The figures to the right shows
the fields in which the team is funded by
and the 2016 model.
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4.3 2016-2017 Budget
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5. Becoming a Sponsor
5.1 Current Sponsors
The Prime Movers have 10 sponsors for
the 2017 season. Overall, Jenks has
been the team’s biggest sponsor,
donating the Robotics lab to us. This
season, NORDAM and Creatrex are the
largest part of the team’s income with a
$7,200 donation. Best Buy is currently
our second largest sponsor with the
$5,000 community grant. The remaining
7 sponsors, Williams, Boeing, Jenks
Public Schools, DoDSTEM, Broach
Process Heat, B+T Group, OSDE, AEP
and VCMC have provided our team with
cash donations, services and supplies.
The Boeing Company is an American multinational
corporation that designs, manufactures, and sells airplanes,
rotorcraft, rockets, and satellites worldwide. The company
also provides leasing and product support services. Boeing
provided the team with a donation of $3,500.00

Jenks Public Schools is a K-12 public school system located in Jenks,
Oklahoma. Stacey Butterfield is the superintendent of the district, which
passed 10,000 students in 2011. Jenks has provided the team with a fully
equipped robotics workshop and teacher sponsors.

DoDSTEM continually seeks to increase development of a
representative, world-class STEM talent pool capable of
filling our workforce needs and providing continuous access
to STEM talent throughout the Nation. DoDSTEM provided
the team with a $1,500.00 donation.

The G.C. Broach Company is a unique, independently owned
and financially strong organization of experienced professionals
dedicated to the engineering, design, manufacture, and supply
of the finest process heating equipment available. Broach has
provided the team with continual industrial by welding the
frames to our practice and competition robots.
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B+T Group is a structural engineering company with focus on
supporting the wireless industry with services for Development
and Field Services. B+T Group has donated 3 programming
laptops to the team

Oklahoma State Department of Education (OSDE)
The mission of the Oklahoma State Department of
Education is to improve student success through
service to schools, parents, and students; leadership
for education reform; and regulation/deregulation of
state and federal laws to provide accountability while
removing any barriers to student success.

A global energy and communications company.
Williams will be the premier provider of large-scale infrastructure
connecting the growing supply of North American natural gas and
natural gas products to growing global demand for clean fuels and
feedstocks. Williams provided the team with a $3,000.00 donation.

Best Buy is an American multinational consumer electronics
corporation headquartered in Richfield, Minnesota, a Minneapolis
suburb. Internationally, it also operates in Canada and Mexico.
Best Buy provided the team with a $5,000.00 community grant.

Victoria Capital Mortgage Company is one of our most recent
sponsors. With their generous donation, we were able to make the
2016 quadcopter competition a huge success. VCMC reimbursed us
for more than $2,000 worth of raw materials to build obstacles for the
quidditch themed competition.

5.2 Reasons to Sponsor
Running a successful robotics team is an expensive business endeavor, but the results
are worth it. The team relies on corporate sponsorships which makes the team’s
existence possible. As the Prime Movers grow, so does the financial need. Your
sponsorship will directly pay for the below items and other items that will affect the
competition season.
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Competition Robot ($4,000)
• The actual robot that will be used to compete in the next FIRST robotics
competition season
FIRST Regional Entry Fee ($5,000)
• This covers our “kit of parts” and entry into the Oklahoma regional competition
Second Regional Entry Fee ($4,000)
• One regional is not enough! In order to be successful, The Prime Movers must
attend multiple regionals. The location of the second regional is different every
year, so the team can experience the game with different teams around the nation.
World Championship Entry Fee ($5,000)
• If the team qualifies through one of the regionals either by winning the competition
or by winning a qualifying award, we will be eligible to attend the World
Championship.
Practice field ($750-$1,000)
• Depending on the competition, the team may need to build certain elements of the
field in order to test our robot.
FIRST Lego League (FLL) Sponsorships ($2,000)
• To fund the creation of FIRST Lego League teams at Jenks Elementary Schools
• Pays for the Lego Mindstorms Robot, entry fee, and the field elements
FIRST Tech Challenge (FTC) Sponsorships ($2,000)
• To fund the creation of FIRST Tech Challenge teams at Jenks Middle School
Average Estimated Expenses Per Year: $23,000
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5.3 Sponsor Levels
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Level 4 Sponsor
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Plaque of acknowledgement in robotics room
Thank you letter & signed team shirt
Open house invite
Monthly newsletter about team events/progress
Large logo on robot
Large logo on website
Large logo on all T-shirts
Large logo in Pit
Company announced at robotics regional during matches
Mentioned at all special events

Level 3 Sponsor
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Thank you letter & signed team shirt
Open house invite
Monthly newsletter about team events/progress
Medium logo on robot
Large logo on website
Large logo on all T-shirts
Medium logo in Pit
Company announced at robotics regional during matches
Mentioned at all special events

Level 2 Sponsor
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Thank you letter
Open house invite
Monthly newsletter about team events/progress
Medium logo on robot
Medium logo on website
Medium logo on all T-shirts
Medium logo in Pit
Company announced at robotics regional during matches
Mentioned at all special events

Level 1 Sponsor
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Thank you letter
Open house invite
Monthly newsletter about team events/progress
Small logo on robot
Small logo on website
Small logo on all T-shirts
Small logo in Pit
Mentioned at all special events
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5.4 Within Sponsor Levels
Website: Your logo will appear on the sponsors’ page at http://www.thethirtyfirst.org
and a link to your website will be included. Level 4 sponsors will have their logos appear
in the footer of all pages.
Pit Banner Ad: Your logo will be printed on the banners that will be displayed in our pit
at all FIRST competitions the team attends. Our pit serves as a workspace during the
competition. It also acts as a meeting hub where we converse with judges, other teams,
and members of the community.
Open House: You will be invited to the official Prime Movers Open House. Come see
the robot in person, eat food, and get to know the team.
Robot Ad Placement: Your name or logo will be placed on our official competition
robot. In addition to official FIRST competitions, we frequently take our competition
robot to community outreach events.
T-shirt Ad: Your name or logo will appear on the back of our official team shirt. This
shirt is worn by all students and mentors during all official FRC events and at many
community outreach events. This year, the team has multiple shirts.
Announced at Matches: Your company’s name will be announced along with the team
at the beginning of matches at FRC events at the discretion of the emcee.

5.5 Alternative Support
In-kind donations
If your company produces or has access to anything that might be useful to us, let us
know! We welcome all support.
Example items and resources:
• Raw materials (aluminum, steel)
• Laser/water cutting
• Powdercoating
• Use of machine shop
• Space for practice field
All donated materials or services will be given a sponsorship level according to the cost.
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6.Contact Us
6.1 Contact Information
Email: primemovers31@gmail.com.
Website: thethirtyfirst.org
Instagram: @primemovers31
Twitter: @FRCteam31
Facebook Page: FIRST Robotics Team 31
For more information about sponsoring The Prime Movers, setting up a meeting, or a
demonstration please email us.
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Thank you for your time and consideration.
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